
Accessory Use Guide 
B.Pad (long narrow strap/wrap), B.Spot (round accessory) 

and B.Sit (large square pad)

This guide is for all areas of body but NOT the head.
(See specific instructions for the head on the following page #2)

Program #1: 8 minutes (lightest program uses intensities 2-4)

Program #2:  16 minutes (uses intensities 2-6)

Program #3:  20 minutes (strongest uses intensities 6-10)
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Use:  Programs (Blue button)

Remember…..Pay attention to your body it varies for everyone!

Start with “Program 1”: hit the “blue button            (program 
button)” and then hit “#1”.  If not getting results after a couple 
sessions, go to next program (see the list below) until you find 
what is best for you on an area. 

Note:  Accessories can be used every 3-4 hrs.



Use on Head – B.Pad or B.Spot

Use:  Programs (blue button)

B.Pad (long narrow strap/wrap accessory); B.Spot (round accessory)

Start at “Program #4”:  hit the “blue button (program button)”  
and then hit “#4”.  Then work up to the next program number as listed 
below using #4, #5, #6, #7 only.  See how you feel as you go along. If at 
any level you feel bad, go down a level. Some people take a while to 
move up from program 4. 

Note:  This can be done every 3-4 hrs. or just 2x/day.  Pay attention to 
how you feel, listen to your body!  It varies with everyone.
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Program #4:  8 minutes (lightest program, uses intensity 1 only)

Program #5:  8 minutes (uses intensity 2 only)

Program #6:  8 minutes (uses intensity 3 only)

Program #7:  8 minutes (strongest program, uses intensities 2-4)

Since the “                ” should not be used on the head. It is 
turned off on all these programs already so you don’t have 
to do anything, just use the programs as is.


